Concave Ferguson plots of DNA fragments and convex Ferguson plots of bacteriophages: evaluation of molecular and fiber properties, using desktop computers.
A desktop computer program evaluating physical properties of DNA and bacteriophages is presented. The analysis is based on data obtained from capillary and submarine-type agarose electrophoresis. Native molecular/particle properties and properties of the gel (or polymer) medium can be derived from electrophoresis at several gel concentrations. This is done conveniently by a computerized evaluation of the semi-logarithmic plot of mobility vs. gel concentration, designated the Ferguson plot. In application to most proteins, this plot is linear and computer programs exist to evaluate it. However, nonlinear Ferguson plots have assumed great importance in view of the fact that the plots are concave for DNA. Similarly, convex plots are important since they prevail in the electrophoresis of large particles in agarose. The computer program reported here is the first to (i) address concave Ferguson plots and (ii) allow for the evaluation of both cases using a desktop computer. Program ELPHOFIT version 2.0, a Macintosh application, is available upon request.